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Abstract
Training datasets fundamentally impact the performance of machine learning systems.
Any biases introduced during training (implicit or explicit) are often reflected in the
system’s behaviors leading to questions about fairness and loss of trust in the system. Yet,
information on training data is rarely communicated to the stakeholders. In this thesis, I
explore the concept of data-centric explanations for machine learning systems that
describe the training data to end-users. I design data-centric explanations that focus on
providing information on training data. Through a formative study, I investigate the
potential utility of such an approach and the data-centric information that users find
most compelling. In a second study, I investigate reactions to the explanations across four
different system scenarios. The results show that data-centric explanations can impact
how users judge the trustworthiness of a system and can assist users in assessing fairness.
I discuss the implications of the findings for designing explanations to support users’
perception of machine learning systems.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Chapter 1 – Introduction

Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems trained via data-driven machine learning (ML)
algorithms have permeated society. ML systems are involved in a range of contexts, from
targeted advertisements [67,104], to product and content recommendations [4,19,41,99],
to informing decisions on matters with substantial individual and societal impacts, such
as hiring [17,39,77], finance [29,57], medicine [16,40], and criminal justice [25,43,58].
Despite their importance and impact, such systems are often “black-box” by nature [83]
and consequently are not transparent [24,70,82]. The lack of transparency can make it
difficult for end-users to interpret and understand system outcomes [24,70,82]. The lack
of transparency also can hurt a user’s ability to form meaningful trust relationships with
machine learning systems [27,76,88,90] and to hold the systems properly accountable for
their decisions [11,66].
In light of the above consequences of opaque ML-based systems, there is a growing
body of research in the AI and HCI research communities on Explainable AI, with the
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goal of devising ways to increase transparency [30,38,66,70,88,89,92] as well as to
understand the impact of increased transparency on user perceptions of and interactions
with such systems [5,14,20,33,59,86,105]. Much of this work, however, has focused on
explaining outcomes and the properties of decisions to end-users [20,30,88,89,92], for
example, by explaining factors that influence a system’s behaviors, or by relating
behaviors to information in an end-user’s profile. While valuable, such approaches rarely
communicate information on the manner in which the system was trained. Since machine
learning algorithms look at the patterns in the training data, the quality and underlying
characteristics of training datasets are fundamental to system performance [15]. For
example, if the training dataset is not representative of the target population, certain
groups can be disadvantaged [3], and any biases in the training data [81] are ultimately
reflected and aggravated in the deployed system [3,106]. For example, when a popular
word embedding tool was trained on a corpus of Google News articles, implicit gender
biases in article coverage caused the system to learn similarly biased word associations
(e.g., doctors are men and nurses are women) [6].
Prior work has shown that industry practitioners are well aware of the importance of
the training datasets, often revisiting datasets when they notice problems with the
systems [51]. Training information, however, is typically not made available to end-users
once systems are deployed. This leads to my research questions of whether and how
training dataset information could be communicated to end-users. With the goal to make
machine learning systems more transparent to end-users, in this thesis, I design
explanations that focus on communicating training data information to end-users (I call
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them as data-centric explanations) and explore how these explanations can impact endusers’ perception of the systems.

1.1. Research Questions
My thesis seeks to answer the following research questions:
1) What types of training data information might be available to communicate to
end-users?
2) How should such information be presented to end-users of varying backgrounds
in machine learning?
3) What impact could data-centric explanations have on end-users’ perceived trust
and fairness judgments of ML systems?

1.2. Methodology and Approach
I approached my research questions by i) exploring communicable training dataset
information and designing a prototype data-centric explanation to present them, ii)
exploring the feasibility of such explanations in a concept exploration study and using
the feedback to improve the explanations, and iii) investigating the utility of the
explanations across a range of decision-making scenarios in a user study. What follows
is a summary of each of these thesis components.
1.2.1. Prototyping Data-centric Explanations
With the goal to find communicable information about training datasets that could be
included in data-centric explanation, I first consulted prior work on training dataset
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documentation [44] to identify communicable information. I then used an iterative usercentered design process to develop a prototype data-centric explanation.
1.2.2. Concept Exploration Study and Prototype Refinement
I used the prototype data-centric explanation in a concept exploration study where I
interviewed 17 participants. I used the prototype explanation to ground the discussions
with the participants and elicited feedback on the explanations along with what they
know about machine learning system workflows and their outlook on the data-centric
explanation. I used the study findings to improve the data-centric explanation.
1.2.3. Investigating the Utility of the Explanations
Finally, in a study with 27 participants of various backgrounds, I investigated the impact
of the explanations on trust and fairness judgments across a range of four system
scenarios. My findings indicate that participants felt that the data-centric explanations
helped them reflect on the training process, impacted their trust in the system, and were
particularly important for high-stakes systems. While the explanations received support
from all expertise groups in my study, I noted subtle qualitative differences in how
machine learning experts and non-experts approached the explanations. For example,
machine learning experts questioned whether the information would be understandable
to those without machine learning training, whereas the non-experts felt the information
was both clear and useful.

1.3. Contributions
In summary, this thesis makes the following contributions:
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1) I identify communicable information about training datasets and present them
as data-centric explanations from machine learning systems.
2) I present study findings that show the potential for data-centric explanations
to influence users’ perception of machine learning systems.
The remainder of this thesis is organized in five chapters: Chapter 2 summarizes prior
work related to this thesis, Chapter 3 introduces data-centric explanations, Chapter 4
describes the exploratory study for concept exploration and prototype refinement,
Chapter 5 presents the second study as well as the findings from the study, and Chapter
6 concludes the thesis.

Chapter 2 – Related Work

Related Work

In this chapter, I review prior work on different approaches to designing explanations in
machine learning systems, the effect of explanations on end-users’ perceptions of
machine learning systems, and approaches to documenting training datasets.

2.1. Approaches to Explanations in Machine Learning Systems
In the field of Explainable AI, a myriad of research has aimed at increasing system
transparency of machine learning systems. Popular domains in this body of work include
recommender systems [34,65,78,99], healthcare applications [16,18,52,94], finance
[12,29,42,45], hiring [39,73], and criminal justice [95,98,103]. Explanations in all these
domains have aimed to make the systems more interpretable and to explain the outcomes
to the end-users.
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Prior work has explored a range of explanation approaches including: input influence
[5,30,103] (the degree of influence of each input on the system output); sensitivity based
[5,88,92] (how much the value of an input would have to differ to change the output);
demographic-based [1,5,99] (aggregate statistics on the outcome classes for people in the
same demographic categories as the decision subject); case-based [5,14,80] (using an
example instance from the training data to explain the outcome); white-box [20] (showing
the internal workings of an algorithm); and visual explanations [50,61,97] (explaining the
outcomes or the model through a visual analytics interface). Except for case-based
explanations, most of these approaches have focused on explaining the decision-process
or the decision factors. The data-centric explanations that I design represent a new
approach by focusing on the training data, rather than the features or individual decisions
of the systems.
Prior work has also categorized explanations across two key dimensions. One
pertains to their degree of specificity [36], categorizing an explanation as either modelspecific or model-agnostic. Model-specific explanations pertain to a particular model and
can only explain that model’s decisions [16,62,71]. Model-agnostic explanations, on the
other hand, can explain decisions from a range of ML models [88,89], enabling a greater
degree of generality. A second dimension relates to explanation scope in the sense of
supporting end-users in understanding either individual decisions (i.e., local explanations
[35,80,88]) or the system as a whole (i.e., global explanations [1,30]). Local explanations
justify individual decisions, whereas global explanations describe how the whole model
works. In comparison to local explanations, global explanations have been found to
induce more confidence in understanding the model and as being helpful for fairness
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judgments [33]. Motivated by this prior work, I design data-centric explanations that are
model-agnostic and global.

2.2. Evaluating the Impact of Explanations
In parallel to developing different explanation approaches, numerous studies have
investigated the impact of explanations on user perceptions of and interactions with the
systems [5,14,20,33,59,60,86,102,105].
Prior work has found that increased transparency through explanations can increase
user acceptance of the systems [27,49,60,101]. However, increased transparency does not
always lead to increased trust. While many studies have found that explanations impact
users’ satisfaction and trust positively [9,59,63,75,85], some have found that explanations
had no impact on trust [20,27,84], suggesting gaps between the focus of the explanations
and user needs. Further, the impact of explanations on trust can depend on the stated
accuracy of the system [102], system failures [32,37], soundness of the explanation [64],
and the amount of information presented in the explanation [59]. These mixed results
motivate further research to understand when and why different types of explanations
impact trust.
Prior work has also evaluated the impact of explanations on helping users judge the
fairness of machine learning systems. Binns et al. explored people’s perception of justice
in automated decision-making for four different explanation approaches (input influence,
case-based, demographic-based, sensitivity based), finding that all explanations had the
potential to help people to evaluate fairness in the system’s decisions [5]. In a different
study, Dodge et al. experimented with the same four explanation approaches on a single
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machine learning model [33]. They found that certain explanation approaches were more
suited to helping users identify particular fairness issues. For example, they found that
global explanations (input influence, demographic-based) helped enhanced fairness
perceptions of the model more than the other approaches, and could also help users
identify model-wide fairness issues. I was motivated by this work to investigate whether
a global data-centric explanation approach can also support fairness judgments.

2.3. Documenting Training Data
Without a standardized way to document datasets, it is hard for anyone to determine the
quality of a dataset and whether or not it is a good fit for a machine learning system [44].
Further, unintentional misuse of datasets or using problematic datasets to train models
of high-stakes applications can lead to systematic discrimination by the systems [6,10,58].
To address this problem, Gebru et al. proposed the concept of providing a datasheet for
each dataset to document, for example, its motivation, creation, composition, intended
uses, distribution, and maintenance [44]. The authors primarily designed this
documentation for direct dataset users, i.e., those who develop machine learning systems,
suggesting that dataset creators should make this documentation available to increase
the transparency of the datasets. Many machine learning researchers have begun
adopting this procedure when releasing their datasets [21,93,100] and this approach is
starting to gain traction in some organizations (e.g., [2,79]). In this work, I investigate
how to communicate training datasets to potential end-users, and how such information
might impact their perceptions of machine learning systems.
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2.4. Summary
In this chapter, I described prior research that has explored different approaches to
explanation in machine learning systems and how they impact end-users’ perceptions of
the systems. In my thesis, I leverage prior work on dataset documentation to investigate
how this information can be communicated to end-users through explanations from
machine learning systems. This thesis extends prior work on explanations from machine
learning systems by presenting a new approach that focuses on the training data, rather
than the features or individual decisions of the systems. This thesis further extends prior
work on evaluating the impact of explanations on end-users’ perceptions of machine
learning systems by investigating the impact of data-centric explanations.

Chapter 3 – Data-centric Explanations

Data-centric Explanations

In this chapter, I describe how I approached designing data-centric explanations for
machine learning systems. I start this chapter by describing how I decided on the content
of the explanations and conclude it by describing my design process.

3.1. Content of the Explanations
This thesis focuses on designing data-centric explanations that provide information on a
system’s training data and training process. My first step was to examine what type of
information might be captured during the training process. To this end, I leveraged the
datasheets as proposed by Gebru et al. [44], where the authors proposed a standardized
in-depth documentation of datasets (called datasheets) that contains information on the
motivation, creation, composition, intended uses, distribution, maintenance information
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on the dataset. However, I could not proceed with the information in the datasheets
directly as the volume of the information was fairly big. Moreover, since this information
was primarily designed for machine learning specialists, some of the information might
be too complex and less relevant from an end-user’s perspective. Therefore, I selected the
information I thought would be valuable for end-users in an iterative way.
To select information to present in the explanation, I went through the sample
questions about datasets that Gebru et al. [44] provided in their datasheets and selected
questions that seemed most relevant from the perspective of an end-user. I categorized
the selected questions into several groups based on their relevance to better focus the
information. I went through several iterations of selecting and categorizing information
receiving peer-feedback from HCI specialists to solicit their input on whether or not they
felt I had relevant information in the explanation. In the end, I ended up with five
categories of information. Each category contained relevant questions about the dataset
that (when answered) could provide more insights into the collection, demographics,
usage, issues, and other important information about the dataset. The categories and
some sample questions for each category are listed in Table 1.
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Category

What type of information it

Name

contains

Collection

Information

on

the

data

Sample questions
- How many instances are in the

collection and associated process

dataset?
- Who collected the data?

Demographics

Information on the distribution

- Gender distribution of the instances?

of different demographics

- Race distribution of the instances?

Recommended List of recommended use cases

- Suggested use cases for the dataset?

Usage

- Where you should not use the

of the dataset

dataset?
Potential

Information on the potential

- What errors have been identified?

issues

issues and the concerns about

- Does the dataset contain sensitive

the dataset

information?

General

Overview information about the

- When was the dataset released?

Information

dataset

- Have any updates been provided?

Table 1: Categories of information to be presented in data-centric explanations

3.2. Designing Data-centric Explanations
Once I had settled on the information that I wanted to include in data-centric
explanations, I used an iterative, user-centered design process to generate an initial
prototype. Although I pared down the datasheet information significantly, I still had a lot
of information to present. Therefore, first, I started with low-fidelity prototyping to
explore ways to present the information compactly. I sketched a number of different
presentation styles, including creating flowcharts of information, providing summarized
information for each of the categories, providing information in a q&a style. Informed by
pilot testing, I settled on the question-based approach used by Gebru et al. [44] in the
datasheets as I found that this approach helped participants to target the information
they were most interested in the explanation. Others have used this question-based
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approach in explainable AI and found that this works well to answers potential questions
a user might have about the systems [72,74,87]. I created the initial prototype using a
prototyping tool called inVision [54].
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the initial prototype. In the figure, we can see the
categories I created and a high-level idea on what type of information they contain
(Figure 1: A). As an example, the figure provides the details of the collection category
(Figure 1: B). All the questions under the collection category along with the answers to
one sample question are depicted in the figure. For every category, the prototype
contained a set of questions that were answered in the explanations. Additional
screenshots of the prototype and the questions for each category can be found in
Appendix A.

Figure 1: Overview of the initial prototype of data-centric explanation.
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3.3. Summary
In this chapter, I described the process I followed to design data-centric explanations that
focus on providing information on the training data to end-users. I used prior work on
dataset documentation to decide on the content of data-centric explanations and
sketching to settle on an initial approach. The next chapter will use this initial version of
the explanation in an exploratory study.

Chapter 4 – Study 1: Concept Exploration and
Prototype Refinement

Study 1: Initial Concept Exploration and
Prototype Refinement

In my first, exploratory study, I used semi-structured interviews to learn about what
people generally know about machine learning systems and their workflows, and how
they would feel about potential data-centric explanations from the systems. I used the
prototype shown in Figure 1 to ground discussions. In this chapter, I describe the study
design, the procedure, and the findings from the exploratory study.
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4.1. Participants
I recruited 17 participants (10 men, 7 women) by putting posters around a university
campus, and by reaching out to personal contacts (Appendix B). I recruited participants
from a range of technical and non-technical backgrounds: five participants self-identified
as non-technical and 12 self-identified as a technical person. I targeted most of my
recruiting on those outsides of the machine learning field (15 of the participants),
however, I also included two experts for the sake of contrast. The average age for the
participants was 28 years (SD = 8.83) with ages ranging from 19 to 57. Participants
received $20 for their participation. This study was approved by the institutional research
ethics board (See Appendix C and Appendix D for certificates).

4.2. Study Method and Procedure
I conducted semi-structured interview sessions with participants. The interview covered
questions on participants’ existing knowledge and experience with machine learning
systems, their ideas on algorithmic fairness, and their thoughts on data-centric
explanations. I began the study sessions by asking participants to sign a consent form
(Appendix E) and some initial demographics and background questions. I asked the
participants about their experiences of receiving decisions from a range of decisionmaking systems (e.g., ad recommendation, automated hiring, criminal justice system). I
then discussed the role that data plays in the decisions from these systems. For most
participants, this came naturally into the conversation, and for others, I initiated the
topic. I then transitioned to the information categories I created for data-centric
explanations. For each category, I asked what they know and what type of information
they would be interested in learning about. I then showed them the prototype and asked
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for their feedback. I also asked participants about the potential of these explanations to
be helpful in their judgment of fairness and their trust in the system. To conclude the
session, participants rated each piece of information in the explanation on two 5-point
Likert scale items: one for understandability and one for usefulness. I audio-recorded the
interview sessions and later transcribed them for data analysis.

4.3. Findings
4.3.1. Data-centric explanations seen as worth pursuing
My discussions with participants revealed insights on why data-centric explanations are
worth pursuing. I asked participants if they are aware of fairness issues in machine
learning and gave some examples of existing fairness problems. I was surprised that more
than half of the participants (9/17) lacked knowledge of fairness issues. For example, the
following participant indicates that computers are accurate, which implied that they
would also be fair:
“Since it is a computer [program], it should be fair. Because […] computers are
very accurate in most of the things. So, I believe [they were fair].” – P4
Participants mentioned a range of reasons for fairness problems, most of which
focused on the data. Several participants (11/17) mentioned that a lack of effort in the
data collection process, data providers overlooking important things when collecting and
feeding data to the system can lead to fairness problems. For example, P15, who was
aware of machine learning but did not have any working experience with it mentioned:
“I think another problem could be if you have not enough data put in. So, the
facial recognition [example], if you have a society where 90% of the people are
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white and 10% of the people are non-white, then if you work from pictures, then
you have only 10% of pictures that you feed are from the non-white people which
means the program has much less data to work on. […] therefore, the system
automatically becomes biased” – P15
After I discussed data-centric explanations with the participants and showed them
the prototype, participants talked about how these types of explanations could be helpful
for their trust in the system. Participants discussed how the explanations gave them ideas
about the inner workings of the system and the effort of providing the explanations
generally left a positive impression. Almost all participants (16/17) felt that the
explanations had the potential to impact their trust in the system.
“Absolutely, [having] this information increases my trust, unless there is
missing information or error in the data. Then I am not gonna trust the system.”
– P9
4.3.2. Value of explanations questioned by Machine Learning Experts
I saw some initial indications that user expertise might impact attitudes towards datacentric explanations. While I found that both expert and non-expert participants had
positive things to say about having data-centric explanations, the two expert participants
also expressed some reservations. They were concerned that the data-centric
explanations would not be understandable to non-experts in machine learning and would
trigger additional questions. For example, one expert participant with experience in
building machine learning systems mentioned that,
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“I am afraid that the general public might not understand what some of the
information means [talking about pre-processing of the data]. It may trigger
additional questions for the users, and they will forward these questions to
administrators.” – P2
The same participant further mentioned that providing information on the issues
could cause people to complain regardless of actual system fairness.
“But, some of the things in the issues may be triggering. As long as they have a
tab for issues, [people are] always going to say that this dataset is not working.
[…] So, as a part of the explanation to the user, maybe it is not a good idea to
have issues.” – P2
4.3.3. Data-centric explanations are positively received but need more depth
When discussing the prototype, most participants liked the Q&A format, and felt that the
information was useful and comprehensive. Most of the participants (14/17) felt that the
prototype covers enough information to be helpful.
"I think the explanation pretty much asked all the questions here about the
[dataset]. Like, I pretty much saw everything I wanted to see for the dataset. Like
in the demographics, I saw many distributions.” – P5
A few participants (3/17), however, felt that the information provided in the prototype
was a bit shallow and it lacked depth to be useful. Therefore, they want more detailed
information.
“I feel like the answers […] are way too short and not detailed enough. […] It
probably needs to be bit more detailed and technical.” – P15
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4.4. Improving Data-centric Explanations
I use feedback from my first study to improve the prototypes for data-centric
explanations. I used the same explanation styles (question-based) in the updated
prototype since it was well-received by the participants and I did not receive feedback
that participants were overloaded with too much information. Yet, I looked for
opportunities to streamline the content that did not receive as much positive feedback.
First, I used participants’ questionnaire responses on the understandability and
usefulness of each item to decide which seemed less important. I discarded items if the
median score for usefulness was less than 3 (the 5-pt scale), unless the understandability
score was also less than 3, in which case I simplified and rephrased the descriptions. I
ended up discarding 3 questions (information on the dataset creators, funding source, and
maintenance information) from the original prototype where participants indicated they
understood the information but rated it low on usefulness. Based on participants’
feedback, I also added information about the data labelers and increased the depth of the
information when possible. I used web programming (HTML, CSS, JavaScript) to generate
the updated prototype.
Figure 2 shows the updated version of the prototype. The main screen, which lists the
information categories, and provides a short description of each can be seen on the left.
(Figure 2: A) shows an example of the Q&A format for the Collection category. (B), (C),
(D), and (E) show the placeholders and short descriptions for the other four categories
which expand to reveal the detailed information. Additional screenshots of the prototype
and the expanded version of each category can be found in Appendix F.
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Figure 2: Improved prototype of data-centric explanation.

4.5. Summary
In this chapter, I described my exploratory study that gathered insights on data-centric
explanations. The feedback showed positive attitudes toward data-centric explanations
from the participants. In the next chapter, I investigate the utility of the updated datacentric explanations in a second user study.

Chapter 5 – Study 2: Investigating the Utility of
the Explanations

Study 2: Investigating the Utility of the
Explanations across a Range of Scenarios

My first study showed some support for the concept of data-centric explanations and I
was able to use the feedback to refine the prototype. In this chapter, I describe my second
study, where I investigated how the data-centric explanations impact trust and fairness
judgments across a range of potential automated systems scenarios and training data
characteristics. Given some of the expertise differences that I observed in my exploratory
study, I was also interested in understanding potential differences in participant’s
perceptions related to their backgrounds in machine learning. I then describe the findings
from this study and discuss the implications of the findings.
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5.1. Participants
To explore the role of user expertise in machine learning, I sought to include a range of
backgrounds in the study. Specially, I recruited participants across three potential
expertise dimensions, which I defined as follows
i.

Expert: People who have prior ML experience (e.g., took at least one ML course)

ii.

Intermediate: People from a Computer Science or Engineering background, but
no specific ML experience

iii.

Beginner: People from non-engineering or CS backgrounds, without prior
experience with ML

I recruited 30 participants for the study by posting advertisements on different online
platforms (e.g., Reddit, Twitter) and through snowball sampling. Three participants did
not complete the full study (i.e., they did not view all explanations presented to them),
leaving me with 27 participants (15 men, 12 women). Participants were between 18 and
54 years old (mean: 28.7, SD = 8.9). Participants had a range of educational backgrounds.
For example, 7 participants had completed high school, 9 had completed an
undergraduate degree, and 11 had completed a professional or a master’s degree. Among
the participant pool, I had 9 experts (5 men, 4 women), 8 intermediates (5 men, 3 women),
and 10 beginners (5 men, 5 women) according to my definitions above. Participants
received $20 for their participation. The study was approved by the institutional research
ethics board (see Appendix G for certificates).
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5.2. Study Design
My study design included two main factors:
i.

Participant Expertise: Expert vs. Intermediate vs. Beginner

ii.

Training Data Characteristics: Red Flags vs. Balanced
The first factor, participant expertise, was as defined in the previous section. I also

included a second, within-subjects factor, where I manipulated characteristics of the
training data presented in the explanations. In the study, participants interacted with the
explanations in the context of four different scenarios, representing a range of possible
use cases for automated systems. In two scenarios, the explanations showed training data
with clear red flags. In the other two scenarios, the explanations depicted relatively
balanced training data.

5.3. Automated System Scenarios and Data-centric Explanations
Participants interacted with four different explanations, which collectively covered a
range of automated system application scenarios. These scenarios are listed in Table 2
(for more details on the scenarios as presented to participants, see Appendix H).
Explanations for two of the scenarios (Predictive Bail Decisions and Facial Expression
Recognition) showed obvious red flags in the training data. For example, the
demographics distributions (e.g., gender, race) were fairly imbalanced, the sample sizes
were fairly small, and prior issues were mentioned with the datasets. For the remaining
two scenarios (Automated Admission Decisions and Automated Speech Recognition), the
explanations presented relatively balanced training data.
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Scenario

Overview of the scenario

Predictive Bail Decision

A system that calculates re-offense risk for a
defendant and recommends bail decisions.

Facial Expression Recognition

A system that recognizes the facial expression of
a person from a given image.

Automated Admission Decision

A system that assesses student application and
recommends admission decisions.

Automated Speech Recognition

A system that recognizes the identities of
individuals from speech clips.

Table 2: Scenarios used in the study

To help generate realistic data-centric explanations for each scenario, I consulted
reference datasets for bail decisions [68], labeled faces in the wild [53], graduate
admissions [107], and speaker recognition [23]. I adjusted this information as needed, for
example, to generate potential red flags. For missing information, I either generated
fictitious data in a manner consistent with the other explanations or listed the
information as being “unknown”. Information presented on the explanation for an
example scenario can be found in Appendix I.

5.4. Study Procedure
The study sessions took place online, using a video-conferencing platform of the
participant’s choice. I began the study session by asking participants to sign a consent
form (Appendix J) and some introductory demographic questions, including questions on
their experiences with computer systems and machine learning (Appendix K). I then
presented the four scenarios to the participants, one at a time using Qualtrics [108]. After
seeing each scenario description, participants were presented the data-centric
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explanation (which would open in a different window) and asked to go through the
explanation to explore the degree to which the explanation communicated information
on the training dataset information to them and whether or not they found it helpful.
The pilot testing for the study revealed that participants need some initial direction on
what to do with the explanation once opened. After the participants were done looking
at the data-centric explanation for a scenario, they completed a questionnaire consisting
of Likert-scale questions (7pt scale). The questionnaire, which can be found in Appendix
L, aimed to measure trust in the system, perceptions of system fairness, as well as how
much the explanations helped them to get ideas about the system and reflect on the data.
I adapted existing scales to measure trust [56] and fairness [5,28]. As shown in Figure 3,
this process was repeated for all four scenarios. Participants on average spent 30 min 51
sec (SD= 13 min 44 sec) looking at the explanations for the four scenarios and providing
responses to the questionnaires. I randomized the order of the scenarios across
participants to mitigate potential order effects.

Figure 3: Study procedure

I concluded the study session with a 40-60 min semi-structured interview (sample
questions can be found in Appendix M), where I solicited further information from
participants on their experiences with machine learning systems, and their perceptions
of the data-centric explanations. Throughout the interviews, I probed on issues
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surrounding trust, fairness, and characteristics of the system scenarios and training data.
The entire session took approximately 90 minutes.

5.5. Data Collection and Analysis
I collected both quantitative data (from the post-scenario questionnaires) and qualitative
data (from the post-session interviews). For the quantitative data, I used the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis H test to analyze the impact of Expertise (a between-subject
factor with 3 levels) and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to analyze the impact of Training
Data Characteristics (a within-subject factor with 2 levels). I used p=0.05 as the threshold
for statistical significance. To analyze the interview data, I first transcribed all the
interview sessions. I then conducted bottom-up affinity diagramming [26] on participant
quotes from the interview transcripts. My advisor and I were involved in the data
analysis. I created the initial affinity diagrams, coding the resulting clusters using an open
coding scheme. We then collaboratively looked for themes in the coded data. I did several
iterations of this analysis, revisiting the raw data frequently.

5.6. Findings from Questionnaire Data
I first provide an overview of how expertise and training data characteristics impacted
participants’ perceptions of the systems and the data-centric explanations according to
the questionnaire data.
5.6.1. Impact of Expertise
As Table 3 illustrates, Expertise did not significantly impact any of the measures in the
questionnaire. I found that irrespective of participants’ backgrounds in machine learning
or technology, participants rated the explanations highly in terms of getting ideas about
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the data and reflecting on the training process. For the other measures, the scores were
in the medium range (e.g., around 4-5 on a 7-point Likert-scale) for each expertise level.
As I will show in the next section, the scores were low for scenarios where the
explanations revealed potential problems with training data and high for scenarios with
more balanced training data.
Scale range Beginner
6.00-42.00
28.00 (7.13)

Intermediate Expert
26.75 (8.00)
31.50 (7.00)

H
2.146

Sig
0.342

Fairness in the
system

4.00-28.00

17.75 (8.50)

17.50 (5.50)

21.50 (3.00)

2.089

0.352

Perception of
fair training

1.00-7.00

5.00 (2.38)

3.75 (1.63)

5.50 (1.00)

3.636

0.162

Comfort in the
system

1.00-7.00

3.75 (2.75)

4.00 (1.88)

5.00 (2.25)

1.622

0.444

Ideas about the
data by the
explanation

1.00-7.00

6.00 (1.00)

5.75 (1.38)

6.00 (1.25)

1.796

0.407

Refelct on the
training process
by the
explanation

1.00-7.00

6.00 (1.13)

5.75 (3.00)

6.00 (1.25)

0.218

0.897

Trust in the
system

Table 3: Median (IQR) values for the Likert-Scale questionnaire responses by Expertise level.
Since some measures combine multiple questionnaire items, I also provide the scale range
(Low-High).

5.6.2. Impact of Training Dataset Characteristics
I also analyzed the questionnaire responses to see if characteristics of the training data
impacted participants’ perceptions of the system and the utility of the explanations. Table
4 shows that participants had significantly more trust in the system, felt that the system
was more fair, and were more comfortable with the system when the explanations
indicated relatively balanced training data than when the explanations showed some
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potential red flags. Training Data Characteristics, however, did not significantly impact
participants’ perceived utility of the explanations. Participants rated the explanations
highly in terms of giving them a sense of the data and helping them reflect on the nature
of the training process, regardless of whether or not the explanations revealed potential
problems.
Training
data with
red flags
26.50 (9.00)

Z

Sig

Trust in the system

Scale range Balanced
training
data
6.00-42.00
31.00 (7.00)

3.635

0.00028

Fairness in the system

4.00-28.00

22.50 (6.50)

17.50 (7.50)

3.945

0.00008

Perception of fair
training

1.00-7.00

5.00 (2.00)

4.50 (3.00)

2.652

0.008

Comfort in the system

1.00-7.00

5.00 (2.00)

4.00 (2.00)

2.538

0.011

Ideas about the data by
the explanation

1.00-7.00

6.00 (0.50)

6.00 (1.50)

-0.265

0.791

Refelct on the training
process by the
explanation

1.00-7.00

6.00 (1.00)

6.00 (1.50)

-0.619

0.536

Table 4: Median (IQR) values for the Likert-Scale questionnaire responses according to Training
Data Characteristics. Since some measures combine multiple questionnaire items, I also
provide the scale range (Low-High).

5.7. Interview Findings
I now present findings from the interviews that provide further insights into how and
why the explanations impacted participants’ trust and sense of fairness. I also describe
commonalities and differences that I observed across the different expertise groupings.
In the quotes below, “E” =Expert, “I” = Intermediate, and “B” = Beginner.
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5.7.1. Data-centric explanations impact trust in the system
All 27 participants, regardless of machine learning expertise or technical background,
indicated in the interviews that the data-centric explanations impacted the degree to
which they trusted the systems described in the scenarios.
For a small group of participants (5/27), the mere presence of the explanations was
enough to have positive impacts on their levels of trust. These participants saw the
explanations as an effort made by the organization to ensure transparency, which
ultimately improved their confidence that the systems themselves were trustworthy.
“I actually trust [the systems] more now that I have [seen the explanations].
Because, now that I have read it, I think the explanations were transparent. I
trust these explanations and they are trying to tell the truth of how they got
everything. So yeah, I'd trust it more because they released this information” –
P7-I
The remaining participants (22/27) reported that the specific contents of the
explanations impacted their trust. As the following quote illustrates, these participants
described how they used the information presented in the explanations to assess whether
or not they should trust the systems.
“Well, I appreciate the disclosure [through the explanation]. Systems like this
would get high marks for being transparent. However, just being honest about
your specs, doesn't mean that they're necessarily good specs. So, it's good that
they reveal that they had a 3.7% margin of error, [but] that's a very high margin
of error with something as facial recognition. That's unacceptable. So, is it good
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or bad? I mean, yes, it is good. But it doesn't make me necessarily trust the system
more. It depends on the information they are providing.” – P30-B
Some participants (10/27) reported that their trust was particularly positively
impacted by the data-centric explanations when the amount of data, who is behind the
system, and the errors in the data labeling seemed favorable.
“I find the sample size [to be really important]. So, nothing else really matters
unless you have a good amount of data. You could say oh, gender was completely
equal, however, the sample size [is] of 100. Well, I can't really trust it until your
sample size is in a great amount” – P15-B
“I'll trust [a system] more when it has more data points. I mean, the more data
points it uses, the more I feel like it would be fair. The more equal distribution
[of the] demographics, the fairer, I think. And when I know who's behind it.” –
P26-I
“The most useful piece of information I found [in the] explanation was the error
rate because [if] a system has a zero percent failure rate, I would almost 100%
trust that system making the decision.” – P14-B
A couple of participants explicitly mentioned that the data-centric explanations
revealed problems in the systems that they would not have been aware of otherwise:
“I think if I did not have the explanations, the results would seem more reliable.
Because, I had no idea about the distribution of gender, country, and [others]. I
had no idea how the data [was] collected, by whom, or by computer or manually.
Also, I had no idea about the percentage of errors that were in the collected data.
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So, I think the explanations helped me to have a more in-depth idea about the
evaluation and the results.” – P3-I
One participant also mentioned that they generally expect these types of systems to
be sophisticated and accurate, but that the information in explanations suggested
otherwise. In the quote below, the participant describes how they were surprised to see
Mechanical Turk being used for data processing – they had assumed this type of
processing would have been done by an algorithm. This lack of perceived sophistication
impacted their trust negatively.
“[Without the explanation], I probably would feel more trust, more confident in
the system, just because I would not have a question on how the data is
associated with the results. And I wouldn't think they used Amazon Mechanical
Turk [in data processing]. I would just kind of feel like oh, they must have come
up with something really nifty computer algorithm that did [the
preprocessing].” – P26-I
5.7.2. Training data demographics perceived as most influential
Nearly all of the participants (25/27) found value in the demographic information of the
data-centric explanations (Figure 2: B) and two-thirds of the participants (18/27)
mentioned training data demographics as the most influential aspect of the explanations.
“Demographic information is the most helpful because it basically just gives a
broad overview of what data has been used to train the system.” – P29-B
Several participants (12/27) reported that the distribution in the demographics helped
them to paint a clear picture of the potential biases in the training data. I noticed that
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regardless of expertise, participants were able to identify biases in the data from the
demographic information.
“And I found the bar graphs [in the demographics] a good kind of thumbnail
representation, it was more meaningful to see it that way. Because you could
immediately spot over inherent bias, whether it was mainly white people, or
mainly men, or mainly one country or so on.” – P30-B
“By means of these demographics [distributions], I can analyze the results of the
system better. For example, I can see the distribution that more than 90% are
male, so I can conclude that, these results would be more reliable to the men than
the women. It’s kind of biased.” – P3-I
“[What I understood from] the overall explanation is whether the data will be
[able] to give accurate results. […] Taking the example of the admission one,
more of the candidates are from Canada. So, I can assume that the model you
will train will be biased towards the Canadian students. So, the chances of errors,
I can easily predict [that] from the data and the visualization as well.” – P12-E
Two expert participants mentioned that they could situate their own demographic
within the distribution to gauge whether or not the system would work for them.
“If I look at the [explanation] after I am rejected for admission and I look at like
okay, so they are using this particular [dataset] to reject or accept any particular
student. Then I would look at the demographics section and on that section I
would decide, if I'm from India and the data set contains only 1% of the Indians,
so, there will be something in your mind like okay, their model is not trained or
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they do not have the data related to the Indians. So, that may be the case.” –
P12-E
Along with the demographic information, several participants (14/27) mentioned
collection information (Figure 2: A) as an important component of the explanations as it
gave information on the sample size, and how the data was gathered:
“Collections was an obvious choice [for being the most important information]
because I would like to know how the data was collected, who the collectors were,
what was the labeling process. Because data forms the base of everything that
the machine learning system has, that will define how it was collected, how it
was graded, how it was labeled, how it was classified. [So] that gives you a full
overview, like how the data was put into the machine learning model.” – P16-B
5.7.3. Data-centric explanations are more important in high stakes scenarios
compared to low stakes
Participants discussed how the stakes and the importance of the systems impacted their
perception of data-centric explanations. All participants wanted the explanations to be
available when dealing with high-stakes scenarios, mentioning that these systems
contribute to life-impacting decisions, with consequences of biased systems being more
severe.
“I think that's very important to know [the explanation], especially in the higher
stakes situation. Because like I say for bail or like whether you should convict
someone or something like that, it can really affect someone's life whereas
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recommendation, if they keep recommending me the wrong things, I'm annoyed,
but my life isn't greatly affected.” – P19-E
“[The] Amazon recommendation where you bought such and such, it's such a
simple thing [and] the result of following Amazon's recommendation doesn't
hurt anybody except me and my wallet a little bit. The stakes are so low. Who
cares, right? But in this case, it's about admitting a student in a university or
not. You're affecting their future. Same with the criminals [in predictive bail].
You're affecting their future. So, yeah that's why [I would be more interested in
the explanation for these two scenarios].” - P26-I
Some participants (11/27) also mentioned that the importance of the system would
impact how carefully or deeply they would look at the explanations.
“I would like to have the option [to have the explanation for every system]. […]
For higher sensitive applications, I would definitely look at the [explanation]
and read carefully.” – P27-I
For low-stakes situations (e.g., social media, ads, video recommendations), the
majority of the participants (22/27) did not feel that the explanations were necessary,
however, some participants (5/27) reported they would still like to have the explanation
available, or at least a simplified version of it. These findings support results from prior
work showing that explanations might not be valued for low-impact systems [8].
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5.7.4. Data-centric explanations help partic

’

b

enough
Most of the participants (21/27), again regardless of expertise, mentioned that the datacentric explanations helped them judge the systems’ fairness at least to some extent.
Participants mentioned that knowing the diversity in the data from the demographics
(Figure 2 : B), and whether there are any fatal flaws in the system from the error
information (Figure 2 : D) were most helpful in this regard. The quotes below illustrate
both a beginner and an expert perspective. While the expert quote uses more ML
terminology, both speak to similar issues.
“Looking at like how much data they have, how many people they pull that
information from and where they're from, and stuff to make sure it's diverse
enough would help me know that's fair. And then even looking at the errors
would help me know that's fair too.” – P20-B
“If I'm looking at the information you have provided in the explanations, I may
doubt the fairness of the system. Because, in all the training data, the categories
in them were not equal. For example, if gender is really important for the
training set, I would like to have an equal number of males and females.” – P2E
Some participants (6/27), on the other hand, indicated that the data-centric
explanations were not sufficient to judge fairness. Three of these participants, all of
whom were experts, wanted information on the decision process, including the factors
affecting the system’s decisions. The other 3 participants (1 beginner, 2 intermediates)
did not have concrete ideas of what they thought was missing.
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5.7.5. Many commonalities across expertise groups, but with nuanced
differences
I found many similarities in how the different expertise groups responded to the datacentric explanations. Regardless of participants’ ML training or technical background,
the data suggest that the data-centric explanations impacted participants’ trust in the
machine learning systems described in the scenarios. Further, participants in all expertise
categories reported that they could identify potential biases in the data from the
demographic information presented in the explanations and all were eager to have the
explanations available in higher stakes situations. Participants, again regardless of their
expertise, felt that the explanations helped them to judge system fairness to at least some
extent.
I did, however, see some nuanced differences in how participants’ machine learning
backgrounds impacted how they felt about the data-centric explanations. As I reported
above, some expert participants wanted information on the decision factors in addition
to the data-centric explanations to judge system fairness, whereas the non-expert
participants did not have specific requests for additional information.
Interestingly, some experts (4/9) felt that the explanations would be more useful for
those with machine learning expertise. The following quote illustrates this sentiment:
“I think if a user does not have any machine learning background or cs
background, they will find it hard at first, […] because they will not be clear
about the training data, like what is called training data, how it is trained, [this]
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will go over their head. [So] it would be complicated at the beginning, but in the
long run, they will adjust with it.” – P8-E
No intermediates or beginners, however, expressed this concern. In fact, other than
one participant who mentioned that the explanations were a little difficult to follow given
that English was not their first language, all the participants reported the explanations to
be easy to understand.
I did not observe any obvious differences in the study data between intermediate and
beginner participants. One reason is likely related to my expertise definitions, where I
distinguished between beginner and intermediate participants based on their
Engineering / Computer Science background. I found, however, that some beginners
were more knowledgeable about machine learning than intermediates based on
workplace interactions or from the news media.
5.7.6. Amount of explanation content not overwhelming, but could be
streamlined
Despite being rather lengthy, only one participant mentioned that the explanations
contain too much information. However, many felt that the recommended usage (Figure
2 : C) and general information (Figure 2 : E) components had limited utility. Some
participants (8/27) mentioned that the general information component is the least
important because the information is too broad. Similarly, some participants (7/27)
mentioned that the recommended usage component was also less important because it
lacks enough detail to be helpful. Thus, while the explanation could be streamlined,
participants did not find the quantity of information presented to be overwhelming.
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5.8. Discussion
I now discuss the implication of the findings from the study, how they relate to the results
from prior works on trust and fairness, and how expertise and prior experiences impact
participants’ attitudes to data-centric explanations.
5.8.1. Relation to findings from prior works on trust and fairness
The results from the study indicate that data-centric explanations have the potential to
help people develop an informed sense of trust in machine learning systems. Participants’
trust was impacted positively when the training seemed balanced and negatively when
the explanations revealed problems. Like prior work, I found that participants cared most
about the explanations for high-stakes system scenarios [8]. Future work should
investigate other system traits that might impact explanation utility, such as system
failures [32,37] and the stated accuracy of a system [102].
Participants indicated that the explanations also impacted their sense of system
fairness, but to a lesser extent. They felt less confident in judging fairness without more
information on the decision process. This indicates that data-centric explanations could
serve as complements to established explanation approaches that explain the outcomes
and the properties of a decision [20,30,88,89,92]. How users might prioritize data-centric
explanations vs. feature-oriented explanations is an important area of future work. I also
acknowledge that fairness is a social and ethical concept, and that perceptions of fairness
are multi-dimensional and context-dependent [46,47,69]. While I measured fairness using
widely used prior scales [5,55], a more comprehensive treatment of this construct is
needed. Specific metrics for fairness that have been proposed in prior work [22,48] could
serve as a useful starting point in this direction.
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5.8.2. Potential mismatch on expectation of and capabilities of the end-users
Findings from this study suggest a potential mismatch between machine learning
designers’ expectations and end-users’ interests and capabilities. Some participants with
experience in building machine learning systems expressed concerns about the datacentric explanations being too complicated for end-users, yet I did not observe the nonexperts having difficulty with the information. It would be interesting to explore the issue
further. For example, are machine-learning practitioners underestimating the capabilities
and interests of their target user populations? How do these preconceptions influence
the information that machine learning practitioners are willing to release about the
systems they create?
5.8.3. Impact of Expertise and prior experiences
For the non-expert participants, I observed individual differences with respect to existing
positions on algorithmic decisions and machine learning systems. For example, a couple
of participants expressed general distrust towards machine learning systems, while some
other participants seemed to have inherent trust, feeling that computers are rarely wrong.
I found these participants less receptive to the data-centric explanations, suggesting the
potential for confirmation bias. This is in line with prior findings that users’ individual
prior positions on machine learning fairness and personal characteristics (e.g., locus of
control [91], need for cognition [13], visual literacy [7]) can have a significant influence
on their perceptions of explanations from the system [33,78].

5.9. Summary
In this chapter, I have described my second study where I investigated the utility of datacentric explanations in a range of automated decision scenarios. The study results
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showed that participants have significantly more trust, are more confident about the
systems’ fairness, and have more comfort with the systems when the explanation showed
that training data was relatively balanced. I also found nuanced differences among the
expertise groups in their perception of the explanations.

Chapter 6 – Conclusions

Conclusions

In this thesis, I presented data-centric explanations that focus on providing end-users
with information on the training data of machine learning systems. I designed datacentric explanations using a user-centered process, gathering feedback on an initial
prototype in a concept exploration study with 17 participants. I conducted a second study
where I investigated the utility of the explanation across four automated system
scenarios. I showed that data-centric explanations helped people to get insights into the
systems, reflect on the training data, and influence their assessments of trust and fairness.
My work is an important step forward in the general direction of aiming to bridge the
gap between those who create machine learning systems and those affected by them.
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6.1. Contributions
This thesis makes two contributions. I first contribute a design for data-centric
explanations for machine learning systems that focus on communicating training dataset
information to the end-users. My explanation approach is novel in that it considers the
training data, rather than the features or individual decisions of machine learning
systems.
I also contribute findings from two user studies. First, I contribute the findings from
my concept exploration study where I investigated the feasibility of the idea of datacentric explanations and found positive attitudes to data-centric explanations. I also
contribute the findings from this second study where I found that data-centric
explanations make the systems more transparent to end-users, and can impact
participants’ trust and sense of fairness in the system. I further contribute by identifying
the commonalities and the differences among people with different levels of machine
learning expertise in their outlook to the data-centric explanations.

6.2. Limitations and Future Research Directions
This thesis is a step towards promoting transparency into machine learning systems by
communicating training dataset information through explanations from machine
learning systems. The findings from my second study show that data-centric
explanations can support users’ trust and fairness judgment of machine learning systems
to some extent. Further, I found that user expertise and prior experiences of participants
impact their outlook toward data-centric explanations. However, there are many
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potential avenues for further exploration of data-centric explanations that could provide
additional insights.
First, my second study’s scenario-based approach, a commonly used method to study
user perceptions of machine learning systems [5,47,74,96,105], allowed participants to
reflect on a range of potential scenarios that were grounded in real-world examples.
However, given that the scenarios were hypothetical and did not impact the participants
personally, they likely lacked the consequences and the significance of real-world
decisions. Further, since the explanations were not generated by already existing
documentation from actual machine learning models, the explanations themselves might
have lacked some degree of ecological validity. Prior work has suggested that simulating
explanations can impact the generalizability of study findings [5]. Future work is needed
to understand how users might respond to the explanations under conditions where they
have more direct interactions with real systems and/or the systems’ outputs. Future work
should also explore the generalizability of my findings to a larger sample.
I found some initial insights on how participants’ expertise and prior experiences
impact their perception of data-centric explanations from machine learning systems.
Future work should investigate ways to characterize these types of differences more
systemically for data-centric explanations. Along these lines, future work should also
explore ways to better characterize prior machine learning knowledge and experience.
To help recruit a range of participants, I used a simple objective measure of technical
background to include what I categorized as both novices and intermediates. While this
approach did seem to help diversify the sample, I did not see clear differences between
these two groups in their attitudes towards the explanations. I suspect that prior exposure
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to machine learning concepts (e.g., from the media) might be a more informative
distinguishing characteristic. Future work could, therefore, consider developing and
using a more comprehensive pre-screening questionnaire.
The study scenario asked users to take on the role of the end-user of a machine
learning system – somebody who would be directly interacting with the systems’ output.
Moving forward, it would be interesting to explore other potential audiences for these
types of data-centric explanations. One potential audience could be journalists, who have
often criticized machine learning systems for their black-box nature [68,98], and prior
research has argued that journalists play a vital role in communicating information on
algorithms to the general public [31]. It would also be interesting to explore the impact
on those who make system acquisition decisions in companies or organizations, to see
whether explanations on training data might influence their ultimate purchasing
decisions.
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Appendix H – Automated System Scenarios

Automated System Scenarios

Scenario

Scenario Description

Predictive

The law enforcement department of your area decided to automate the process of

Bail Decision assessing a defendant’s re-offense risk (how likely they are to commit a crime again)
to help the judge make bail decisions. The automated system uses machine learning
algorithms to calculate the re-offense risk for a defendant and recommends whether
or not to make a positive bail decision. The system was trained using the data of
previous bail decisions that were made manually by judges. It uses the training data
to calculate the re-offense risk for new defendants and recommend bail decisions.
Suppose you are appointed as a judge and your role is to provide the final bail decision
based on the recommendation from the system. The system provides you this
explanation with every recommendation.
Facial

To provide better accessibility, a company developed an automated face recognition

Expression

system where the system recognizes the facial expression of the person from a given

Recognition

image. The system is trained on a publicly available dataset of images with faces.
When given a new image, the system uses computer vision algorithms to identify the
person’s facial expression based on the training dataset. Suppose you are an end-user
of the system and you are looking at the captions for some of the results determined
by the tool. The system provides you the following explanation for the systemgenerated results.
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Automated

The University of X decided to use an automated system to help the administrator to

Admission

give admission decisions to new graduate applicants. Their system assesses applicants

Decision

based on a machine learning model that profiles students based on the application
materials and gives a recommendation for each of the applicants. The system is
trained on the data of the previous admission decisions made for applicants to the
university. It uses the training data to recommend the admission decision to current
applicants. Suppose you are an administrator at the university and your role is to
provide the final decision on admission based on the recommendation provided by
the system. The system provides you this explanation with every recommendation.

Automated

A company that hosts media content developed an automated speech recognition tool

Speech

that can recognize the identities of individuals from their speech. The system is

Recognition

trained on an audio-visual dataset that consists of short clips of human speech
extracted from different videos. When the system is given a new clip of humanspeech, it uses machine learning algorithms to recognize identities from voice based
on the training dataset. Suppose you are an end-user of the system and you are
looking at the identities recognized by the automated tool. The system provides you
the following explanation for every recognition.
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Appendix I – Sample Information Presented in
Explanations

Sample Information Presented in Explanations (for
Predictive Bail Decisions)

Categories

Questions

Predictive Bail Decisions

Collection:

How many instances are The dataset contains reoffense scores for 11,757

Information about in the dataset?

criminal defendants containing around 80,000

the amount of data,

criminal records.

the source of the
data, the collectors,

Who collected the data?

Data were collected by Propublica (an independent,
non-profit newsroom that produces investigative

and the labeling

journalism) through a public request to the sheriff's

process

office.
What

was

the

data Data about the defendants were obtained from the

collection process?

Boward County Sheriff’s Office in Florida through a
public request. Criminal records were collected from
the Boward County Clerk’s office website in April
2016.

What tools were used in Data were collected manually.
data collection?
Was any pre-processing Data instances were discarded if defendants were
done on the data?

assessed at parole, probation or other stages in the
criminal justice system. Only data for people who
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were assessed at the pretrial stage were kept in the
dataset.

How

were

the

data Each of the defendants was labeled according to the

labeled?

risk of reoffending. The score for each defendant
ranged from 1 to 10, with ten being the highest risk.
Scores 1 to 4 were labeled as “Low”; 5 to 7 were
labeled “Medium”; and 8 to 10 were labeled “High.”

Any other comments?

The dataset uses the same race classifications used
by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office, where they
identified defendants as black, white, Hispanic,
Asian and Native American.

Demographics:
Information

Gender distribution of the 79% Male (9336)
on instances?

gender, race, age,
and

21% Female (2421)

country

Age distribution of the Less than 25: 20.76%
distribution of the instances?
25 to 45: 56.55%
instances
More than 45: 22.69%
Race distribution of the African-American: 49.54%
instances?

Asian: 0.5%
Caucasian: 34.74%
Hispanic: 9.35%
Native American: 0.34%
Other: 5.62%
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Country distribution of No distribution is given for country in the dataset
the instances?
Recommended
Usage:

List

recommended

since it was collected and primarily used in USA.

Suggested use cases for The dataset was suggested to be used in determining
of the dataset?

re-offense risk of individuals in the USA (preferably

use

cases for the dataset

in Florida).
Where you should not use The dataset should not be used in any other purpose
the dataset?

other than calculating re-offense risks.

Any other information to N/A
know before using the
dataset?
Potential Issues: Any errors identified in Sometimes people’s names or dates of birth were
Potential issues and the dataset?

incorrectly entered in some records – which led to

considerations

incorrect matches between an individual’s re-

related

to

the

offense score and his or her criminal records. In a

dataset

random sample of 400 cases, there was an error rate
of 3.75%.
Any

ethical

involved

in

review Unknown. However, the data were fetched with
the

data permission from the Sheriff’s office.

collection process?
Does the dataset contain Yes. The dataset contains criminal records of
sensitive information?

individuals.

Any other comments?

No.

General

When the dataset was 2016.

Information:

released?

Overview

When

was

collected?

the

data The dataset contains criminal record data for 2013
and 2014 which were collected in April 2016.
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information about Where the dataset was The dataset was previously used only in research
the dataset

previously used?
Was

consent

purposes.
obtained No, individual consents were not taken. However,

from individuals related the data were taken with permission from the
to the dataset?

sheriff’s office.

Have any updates been No.
provided for the dataset?
Is the dataset publicly Yes. The dataset can be found here (link removed)
available?
Any other comments?

No.
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Appendix J – Consent Form for the Second Study

Consent Form for the Second Study
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Appendix K – Initial Questionnaire Used in the
Second Study

Initial Questionnaire Used in the Second Study
Participants were ask some questions on their background and experience with machine learning
systems.
1. How old are you?
2. How do you identify yourself?
3. Which country are you from?
4. What is your educational background?
5. Have you ever taken any Machine Learning (or related) course?
6. What is highest level of education you have completed?
Participants provided their agreement with each of the statements on a 7-point Likert scale with
values from 1 (least agreement) to 7 (highest agreement).
1. I am confident using computers
2. I understand how computer algorithms work
3. I can make use of computer programming to solve a problem
4. I understand how Amazon recommends products for me to purchase
5. I understand why I see relevant ads in social media
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Appendix L –
Scenario

Questionnaire

Used

after

Each

Questionnaire Used after Each Scenario
Participants provided their agreement with each of the statements on a 7-point Likert scale with
values from 1 (least agreement) to 7 (highest agreement).
1. I am confident in the system
2. The system has integrity
3. The system is dependable
4. The system is reliable
5. I can trust the system
6. I am familiar with the system
7. The system is free of bias
8. The system upholds ethical and moral standards
9. The system’s explanations are reasonable
10. I would agree with the system’s decision based on the explanation.
11. The system was trained in a fair way.
12. I would feel comfortable using the system’s decision
13. The explanation gives me ideas about the data used in the system
14. The explanation helps me to reflect on whether the training process was fair
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Appendix M – Semi-Structured Interview Sample Questions

Semi-Structured Interview Sample Questions

1. Do you have any experience of receiving decisions from similar systems in your life?
2. Assuming you have, do you understand the process of how these computer systems
make decisions?
3. Do you think these explanations would have benefitted you in those contexts?
4. What did you get from these explanations? What’s the high-level idea?
5. What do you think the explanations are communicating to you?
6. Did you find it easy to understand the explanations? Was the information easy to
digest? Was it easy to navigate?
7. Did the explanation helped to reflect on the training process of the system?
8. Is it possible to agree with the system based on these explanations?
9. What information you found noteworthy?
10. What information could help/helped to increase your confidence in the system?
11. Which category/information in the explanations were most helpful for you? Why?
12. Is there something that does not help you or you felt of less important to know?
13. Based on the explanations, can you make a judgment about the system?
14. What else would you want in the explanations?
15. Do you think these explanations can affect your trust in the system?
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16. Do you think these explanations will help you to reason with the decision?
17. Do you think the stakes of the decision has any impact on your judgment?
18. Do you think the stakes of the decision has any impact on how you perceive the
explanations?
19. Do you think the need of this explanation is dependent on the stakes of the decision?
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